
WORLD BOOK DAY 2021: EDITION no.2. Highlighting all the great WBD activities that took place. 

We have had some 

great student entries 

for the MANGA and 

Graphic Novel Drawing                   

competition. I have   

decided to extend the 

deadline date until       

Friday the 19th of 

March. Students can 

hand in the original 

drawings to the library 

or email photo’s to:                                         

mangacomp@ssa.bfet.uk 

 

World Book Day 
2021 was  a great 
success. Team SSA 
worked together to             

create a series of 
varied activities for 

the students to        
take part in. 



 

We have also decided to extend the Sir Tom 100 Book Review competition until we have 

reached 100 reviews submitted by the Staff and the Students. Thanks to EG for this great                          

competition idea. Please continue to email all your book reviews to: tom100@ssa.bfet.uk 



GH organised and judged this competition. 

 

Hope: A Brighter Blackpool 

We all wish Blackpool can go back to the same it was, like everyone doesn’t have to cover 
their faces. Everyone can go back to socializing and people going back to work to earn  
money and children going back to school to get their education to get a job. 

People are having a bad time staying in quarantine and it can get annoying with students 
working from home and adults working from home it can get busy with dealing with work 
and family problems. 

We all must wish to go back to our friend's house and have a proper conversation or  giving 
them a real hug not a virtual one from over the phone. Looking at a screen could give you 
stress and could make you feel trapped and pressured. 

People get really stressed doing online work I know I'm not the only one who feel this way 
and teachers knows this is a problem for us students, but I know this is also stressful for 
teachers and adults working. 

We all must feel like giving up but let's wait for a couple of months to be released from this 

imprisoned place from Covid let's hope they give up trying to ruin our town. 

By TS Year 8 

My Hope Poem. 

The hope surrounds me like the warmth in my house 

I sit in my house hoping for this to end. 

Because this lockdown has been horrendous though the ones I love are with me 

I hope to get back out to see my family and go out with my friends.  

My home is the safest place to be 

but I hope to feel the sun again.  

I see strangers go pass the window hoping.  

For this story we are all part of the hoping you see  

Hoping that a good film comes on the tv.  

As we sit alone  hoping that the heroes win the battle  

hoping that Batman and Robin come out, but they have been put away.  

For the hope that still stands among us we will never give up. 

Ladies and gentlemen are on the phone looking for some hope  

you will never know how much hope we have in each other.  

You don’t know how much we have hope in you  

this is the reason we all need to have hope in everyone. 

Hoping that the vaccine will speed along, hoping that we can go back to having lots of fun.   

Hoping we look back to this as a bad memory 

for this time I hope we will all meet again. 

By AS Year 7 



Staff members were asked to record a short clip of themselves reading lines from a favourite  
book of their choice. BK organised, collated and produced the fantastic WBD montage video.



Staff were asked to provide a photograph of themselves hiding behind a book cover, students 
had to guess the identity of the hidden individual in the ‘Staff Behind the Book Quiz’.                  

In the separate ‘Book to Movie Adaption Quiz’, movie posters were displayed alongside               
questions relating to the source material. KJ organised and produced these great activities. 



A poem by Estafany,  
aged 15 from Peru.               

Recited by NR for WBD.           

Before: outings, friends, the movies, parties, dreams and goals. 

Today: frustration, confinement, helplessness.  

One day, you go out and enjoy what the streets can offer. 

On the next, they ask you to stay home “for your own sake”. 

The reason: a virus no one can see, but that has definitely made us feel so many things. 

The days pass. 

They pass like the news, each time sadder and more worrying. 

Some say: “look at the bright side: time to reflect, time to share with your family; time for everything’. 

Some of us find that difficult to understand. 

We say “my goals, my dreams, school, graduation…” 

here we have to put our resilience to the test. 

I dream that we will get out of this 

I dream that you will stop your indifference. 

Without a doubt, social poverty is what invades us 

and intellectual poverty what sinks us. 

Oh, what helplessness I feel 

This helplessness, this crisis, this pandemic, is strong 

But we will be even stronger if we unite. 

We have thousands of infected 

Thousands, like the will to keep fighting on. 

Thousands, like the hope of getting out of this 

Brother, join me, give me your hand and let’s face this 

Because together we are stronger.  

Year 7, as a collective group, completed 

100 hours of code to commemorate the 

life and achievements of                     

Captain Sir Tom Moore 
Here are some of the certificates that             

the individual students achieved. 

Special mention goes to KC and NM, 

who completed additional coding             

challenges. Miss Shuttleworth. 


